Step up from mass market audio to see and hear authentic Crafted in Canada quality with a big performance statement. Step up to exclusive audio technologies, backed by fundamental research. Premier is an audio experience unlike anything else in its class. Crafted in Canada means complete control over every aspect of design, manufacture, and tuning, resulting in a loudspeaker that defies convention in every sense.

**Premier™ 800F**

October 2019


“Paradigm’s Premier 800F offers incredible sound quality, with a superclear midrange that made voices sound stunning, and enough well-integrated low frequencies to satisfy bass lovers – nor does driving it require a ton of power. For the price, it’s about as perfect as a speaker can be.” – Roger Kanno

**Premier™ 800F**

October 2018

http://bit.ly/2C80wXy

“There’s a lot to like about the Paradigm 800F floorstanders. First and foremost, they sound musically authentic, with a large, generous and inviting sound that does everything from classic symphonies to hard rockers full justice. But there’s also ample attention to detail, and plenty of insight, ensuring that the Paradigms are able to get under the skin of the music, and to extract more than just mere notes and rhythms.” – Deon Schoeman

**Premier™ 800F**

January 2019


[YouTube] Paradigm Premier 800F Speakers Unboxing

**Premier™ 500C**

December 2018


“For me, their chief attribute is their high sound quality: these are a terrific-sounding set of speakers. I can’t really pick out a specific aspect they do especially well in because they are such a well-balanced design. They image well, they are tonally-neutral, they have very good dynamic range, and they have reasonably uniform off-axis dispersion. It all adds up to a great listening experience.” – James Larson
“This Paradigm Premier system achieves a very high level of fidelity considering the asking price. To my sensibilities, the best thing about the system is the availability of a center channel that’s a proper 3-way design and truly a match for the towers! Add the fact it’s all made in-house, in Canada, at a price that’s competitive and you can see why Paradigm is such a popular speaker brand.”  – Mark Henninger

Paradigm brings engineering and execution together for a class winner. They’ve achieved not only a high level of performance with the 700F, these are well-balanced speakers that do not compromise one area of audible performance for the rest of the spectrum.”  – Jeff Dorgay

“In summary, the Premier 200B speakers worked with a powerful high-end amp, and a lower powered amp in a receiver. The speakers always sounded clean, with good bass extension and crisp, clear high frequencies.”  – Mel Martin

For a complete list of Persona reviews, please visit: paradigm.com
Surround 3

**PREMIER**™ 700F
**PREMIER**™ 500C
**PREMIER**™ Surround 3

June 2019
http://bit.ly/2ZnvDH1

“And this Paradigm surround sound speaker system did not flinch, handling both the delicate sonic background music and the loud structural failure/explosion effects with ease. The dialogue could be picked out clearly in the middle of the busy action scenes, a testament to how good the 500C center channel was. The bass rhythms underlying many of the scenes in the movie were conveyed articulately by the X12 subwoofer. The Surround 3 speakers delivered the room-filling surrounding sound effects convincingly to make me feel in the middle of the action on the screen. I have no doubt that this speaker system will enhance your home theater experience with its first-rate surround-sound performance.” – Yongki Go

**PREMIER**™ 200B

Reference Home Theater

July 2019

“The soundstage that it can throw is impressively large and makes singling out individual singers and instruments quite easy. With acoustic instruments, it is remarkable in reproducing the natural sound without coloration so that it sounds like the musician is in front of you. The bass response is good, and almost never left me wanting for more. If you never heard the 200B’s with a subwoofer you’d never know you were missing anything, but if you do pair them with a sub their soundstage grows even larger and their impact increases.” – Chris Heinonen

**PREMIER**™ 100B

SoundStage! Access

July 2019
http://bit.ly/2Jczn7G

“In my room, Paradigm’s Premier 100Bs reproduced a very detailed and transparent midrange with killer imaging, an extended and airy top-end, and tight, tuneful bass. Nor did the 100Bs quail when asked to play loud, and they always sounded much bigger than they actually are.” – Diego Estan

**PREMIER**™ 200B

Enjoy the Music.com

May 2019

“There is a ton of competition in the $1000 speaker market. One of the things that many monitor type speakers have challenges with is a fast and deep bottom end without mid-bass bloat. The 200B does not have those issues commonly found in this price range.” – Dean Cacioppo